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1 - Danny

Voice: Know your stars, know your stars, know your stars.

Lights point to Danny who is sitting happily in stool.

Danny Fenton… likes to listen to Tucker sing.

Danny: You have got to be kidding me! Have you ever heard him sing? OMG! (Rolls eyes and settles
into chair again)

V: Danny Fenton… likes to dress like a girl in front of large crowds.

D:(sits up) excuse me? Where did you hear that? I mean, dress up like a girl? Phhh!

V: I've got prooooof! Nanananana! Wow, pink really is your color!

D: Wait, what? You did not just say I look good in… pink!

V: Danny Fenton… plays tea party with his sister's teddy bear.

D: Uh, uh! That's a lie! A rumor! I swear! Really…

V: Danny Fenton… is half blue cheese, half human!

D: Ok, one, I hate blue cheese! And 2, its half ghost! Uh, I mean, did I just say that out loud!?

V: On live Television! HeHe!

D: (Fake sobs)

V: Danny Fenton… thinks Sam's shallow and Paullina's ugly.

D: Na uh! Sam is a really cool person, and Paullina, *sighs* (Makes longing puppy dog stare)

V: Danny Fenton… is my bestest friend!

D: Oh! Yea right! I've only been here a few minutes and already I've had too much of you!

V: How about we play dress-up with your sister's bear, bestest friend! You can be the blue cheese!

D: OK! Now you have officially ticked me off! One more lie and, and… you'll get it!



V: Waaa! Mommy! The big fat loser's yellin' at me!

D: Phh! You're just a chicken!

V: And you're blue cheese!

D: Ok, I'm… (Runs and goes ghost back stage and flies on stage)

V: Danny Fenton… is wearing tights!

D: (Lands on ground) Hey… Uh… Hey!!!

V: Now you know… Danny Fenton.

D: No they don't! They think I enjoy dressing like a girl in front of large crowds! Hey, come back! I'm not
finished with you! What do you mean tights! I'll get you for this! I… (Sam, Tucker, and Paullina walk in all
mad about the lies the voice made) Owe, no, stop, not the face!!! AHHHHH!!!!
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